
 

Toddler and Primary – February 1, 2019 

 

Music 

At any point throughout the day, you might hear music coming from one or all of the 

classrooms!  Music is incorporated and presented in both formal and informal ways every day in the 
Toddler and Primary environments.  We value music appreciation and exploration, as well as 
the important benefits of self-expression, auditory refinement, and the direct correlation to brain 

development.   

Students in the Toddler and Primary classrooms have many opportunities to express themselves 
through music.  We offer a variety of percussion instruments for children to play spontaneously 
throughout their day. And at both levels, children gather to sing as a group almost daily as 

well.  Coupled with discovering new sounds, rhythm, and tunes, they are also mastering call and 
response, patterns, and tone which directly supports listening skills, memory, and language 
development.   

In addition to playing instruments and singing, the Toddler students are often known to start their 

own dance party!  When they express the need for large movement in the classroom, Veronica and 
Hannah might guide them toward the red circle rug where they can listen to lively tunes and move 
their bodies.  Sometimes when someone chooses to play an instrument, then others will join in to 

dance or sing.  This week, one child composed a special song for his friend as he passionately sang to 
her while playing his favorite drum!   

At the Primary level, the children are introduced to music genres, composers, the orchestra 
instruments, and music notation. An important material in the Primary environment is the 

bells.  Multiple lessons are presented through this work as children refine their ear to the sound of 
each note, practice major and minor scales, understand note value, read notes to play songs, and 

also compose their own music on the bells. They have the opportunity to listen to different styles of 
music at a listening table in the classroom; and also, music is often playing quietly during their 
lunchtime.  This week, a group of Primary students listened to a story about Bach's life as a 

companion to the music being played during their lunch and at the listening table.  



It is quite interesting to notice a child's response to hearing words that are spoken versus words that 
may be sung.  Research has shown that the brain processes information differently through music. 

One might observe a teacher softly singing the words, "Please walk in the classroom!" as a way of 
inviting a child to remember this important expectation. Sometimes, the entire class will stop for a 
moment when a little message is being communicated through a quiet song.  As human beings, we 

are drawn to the sound of music--whether it is through personal expression or appreciation, music 
enriches our lives!  

We look forward to seeing Primary parents and students tomorrow morning between 9:00 - 10:30 
am at the Primary Parent's Morning!  

Warmly, 

Ashley and The Toddler/Primary Team  


